where each £fe is a zero of / in fl and each p, is a polynomial of degree less than the order of £fe. For such an /, convolution by / maps E onto itself and all solutions of (2) may be written explicitly. Solutions for general / are given when they exist. The subspace of E spanned by the translates of (3) is the space spanned by the monomial-exponentials zp exp(£,z) where p varies from 0 to the degree of p..
If H is the topological linear space of functions analytic in Q with the topology of uniform convergence on compacta, then E is its topological dual.
H is reflexive, so E is assigned its strong dual topology. Our convolution is then defined in terms of the duality by (/ *d>)(£) = (/, cpr). Let rief) be the closed linear span in E of the translates of eft. When fl is connected, rief) is either the finite dimensional space described above or is all of E. In all cases, ricp) is a finite direct sum of closed subspaces spanned by monomial-exponentials. r(d>) Z E if and only if d> satisfies (1) for some / Z 0. Each closed translation invariant subspace of E is the kernel of some convolution mapping, and there is a one-to-one correspondence between such subspaces and the closed ideals of H.
The mapping from H into E defined by convolution with a fixed function in E is examined briefly in the last section.
With a different representation of the dual of H, Kó'the ([5, p. 47] and [6, p. 434]) studied equations which are equivalent to (1) and (2) using duality. The mapping equivalent to our convolution was studied as the adjoint of the multiplication mapping g -> gf of H into itself. We show the equivalence by showing that multiplication is adjoint to convolution. Köthe finds solutions of the equation equivalent to (1) and shows the existence of solutions of the equation equivalent to (2) . Our methods of solution are constructive and do not use a topological structure on E or the fact that H and E are dual.
If 0 is a disk with center at the origin and radius r, then E is the set of entire functions of exponential type less than r, and convolution of cp by ¡iz) = 2a zn has the form of the infinite order differential operator 2and>(n'(z). In this case, results similar to those obtained here regarding the solutions of (1) and (2) were originally given by Muggli [7] with an alternative derivation given in [3] . If Ö contains the finite set of points {oj.j and fix) = 2a..zJ expía f) is a finite sum, then convolution of cp by / has the form of the differencedifferential operator 2a . .d>" Xz + a ■). In the general case considered in this paper, ß is not assumed to be convex or connected.
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In a sense, the problems studied here are dual to the usual studies of analytic mean-periodicity where solutions / of (fíw + z), AÍw)) = 0 for A of exponential type are characterized when 0 is the entire plane making H ttanslation invariant [4] , [9] , or when H is specialized so that the equation has meaning for f in H and 2 in some restricted set [2] . In our case, H is not translation invariant while E is invariant.
2.
Preliminaries. An open and connected set in the plane will be called a region while the complement in the plane of a set S will be denoted by S. If iß| is the set of components of Q and if H . is the topological linear space of functions analytic in Q. with the topology of uniform convergence on compacta, then H = U H., the topological product of the H¿. If E. is the dual of H., then E = ©E., the direct sum of the E.. H and the H. are F rechet and Montel spaces. Since they are Montel spaces, they are reflexive and we will consequently assign the strong dual topologies to E and the E. when topological considerations are required. E is then the topological direct sum of the E..
If / is in H and / = {/.j, then, as usual, / ¡4 0 means that /. 4 0 for some i. We will write / # 0 to denote the fact that /■ 4 0 for each i. While theorems requiring / # 0 generally follow from the case when / ^ 0 and 0 is connected, the proofs are the same, so they are given in the more general form.
For A in E we will say that i<p, S, y) is cA-admissible (for the duality) when (r/i, S) e A* and y is chosen as above. C will denote the set of complex D. G. DIOCSON numbers, and for d> in E and ¿^ in C the ¿-translate of ef> is d> p) = epíz + £).
For i/r and cp entire functions, the resultant or "finite" convolution of i/z and d> is given by ixfi ° ep)iz) = if/iz) ° epiz) = fzifjiz -w)epiw)dw.
The first two lemmas will permit the formulation of the definition of convolution and the definition of some useful functions in H.
Lemma 1. For £ in C, the mapping ef> -» cp , maps E onto E. Further, if ep£E with Q>, S) in cp* and fyiz) = e^zep\z) -e^zo 0(£), then (0?, S) e <p*.
Proof, cp, is clearly of exponential type. Since the Borel transform is given by the Laplace transform for z large and real, the Borel transform of d> r for such z is given by J~ e-^epit +Odt= lim tf+R ez( ^cpiw) dw
R~~J°T he integral from 0 to £+ R may be replaced by the sum of integrals from 0 to R and from R to £+ R. For z greater than the type of cp, the limit of the first integral is e ^epXz) while the limit of the second is zero. Hence e ^epXz) -e ** o d>(£) is the Borel transform of ef>, for z oí large modulus. This function cp, is analytic in S since the second term is entire. Hence (cp,, S) £ cp*, and the mapping d» -» d>, is into E. The mapping is onto E since d> is the image of d>_».
Definition 1. For f in H and d> in E, the convolution of / and d> is the function on C defined by (/ *d>)(£) = (/, cß,).
Since the finite convolution e ** ° d>(£) is entire, by choosing icp\ S, y) to be di-admissible, it follows from Lemma 1 that (4) (/* <f>M) = ¿ j e^fíw)%íw)dw = (e^fíz), epíz)). which is analytic in a neighborhood of £.
Representations of solutions.
In this section we will find all solutions of (1) and (2). (4) that / * A is entire and of exponential type. For 2 large, real, and outside of y = y , the Borel transform of f *A is given by Í7 e'ZtWi iy etwfiuHiw)dwdt = ¿ fy fivHiw) J7 e-^-^dtdw
The absolute convergence of the second integral with respect to / justifies the change in order of integration. Since a> is analytic in S, / *<p is in E.
Suppose now that £ e ß n S. Choose y and y so that Ç, is in the exterior of y and in the interior of y and so that each of (rp, 5, y) and (<p, S, y) is cri- The general solutions of (1) and (2) It follows that the set of all solutions of (1) is a direct sum of closed subspaces generated by monomial-exponentials.
In general, convolution by / maps E onto the direct sum of the E. for which /■ ¡4 0. If xp = 2"i/y. and xp. = 0 when /. = 0, then the general solution of (2) is the direct sum of the solutions of the equations j. *<p. = xp.. Clearly, solutions of (2) do not exist when /. = 0 and xp. ^ 0 for some i.
4. Harmonic analysis in E. In this section we will record intrinsic properties of functions in E that satisfy homogeneous convolution equations. We will also examine the closed translation-invariant subspaces of E and their relation to the closed ideals in H,
The principal ideal in H generated by / will be denoted by if). The set of solutions in E of (1) will be denoted by Kif). 5X will, as usual, denote the annihilator or orthogonal space of the subspace S. ri<p) is the closed span in E of the translates of cp". , that h has distinct zeros exp(r)A.), the sum of whose orders is zV. This is impossible since h is of degree N -1. We conclude that W = r{ep) and the second condition implies the third.
Corollary. // ß is connected, then ricp) is finite dimensional or rief)) = E.
Proof. If cp is a sum of polynomial-exponentials, then ricp) is finite dimensional by the theorem. If d> is not such a sum, g * cp = 0 must imply that g = 0;
i.e., (g, cf),) = 0 for all £ implies g = 0. In this case, riep) = E by the HahnBanach Theorem. Since T is closed and invariant, it follows from Theorem 7 that T = K(g) for some
g in E. Hence I = T = Kig) = ig) by Lemma 5.
The mapping ig) -» Kig) into the invariant subspaces of E is surjective by Theorem 7. That the mapping is bijective follows from Lemma 5. For if Kig) = Kif), then ig) = (/) and ig) = if). Lemma 5 also shows that the correspondence is one of annihilators.
5
. Mapping E into E by convolution. For completeness we will briefly examine the mapping of E into E defined by / -» / * cp" for a fixed cp* in E. For simplicity we will assume that ß is connected and will denote the mapping by * A, We have noted that it follows from Theorem 1 that (g, f *A) = (gf, A ) when g and / are in E. It follows that (g, / *A) = (f, g *A) and *A is selfadjoint. Using Lemma 4 and Theorem 8, it is easy to verify the equivalence of the following statements where / € E and cp" e E: (1) / *cp = 0 for some cp" ¡4 0; (2) / has a zero in ß; (3) (/) ¡¿ E.
